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TEACHERSTHURSDAYS for

Museum to the Classroom
Joslyn Art Museum  
Comprehensive Study Lesson Plan 
 

Created by Julie Daigle, Josie Langbehn, Trever Reeh & Laura Huntimer 
 

 
CHILDREN IN ART 

 
Focus:  William Sidney Mount, The Blackberry Girls 
 
Objectives – Students will:   

• Create a portrait of children or a stop motion animation project. 
 

• Respond to the notion of authentic voice and national pride. 
 

• Present videos of their stop motion animation project. 
            

• Connect creating “selfies” with understanding foreground, 
background and atmospheric perspective. 

 
Suggested Materials: William Sidney Mount teaching poster; Pinterest  

Resource Board, see detailed lesson plans for additional materials.  
 

Vocabulary: atmospheric perspective, background, estimate, foreground, 

genre, illustration, memory-mining, portrait, symbolism 
 

Procedure: 
• Engage:  What is everyday life or genre? Using strips of paper, have students write down their ideas of what 

would be depicted by an artist in this category. Then take the strips to create a collaborative artwork 
organizing similar themes together.  
 

• Art Talk: Genre & History. Talk about how the wealthy citizens and military officers would have their portraits 
commissioned. Then transition to how Mount was inspired by Dutch genre paintings – creating compositions 
celebrating everyday life. This gave him the opportunity to tie in his notion to have an authentic voice.  
 

• History:  Who was William Sidney Mount? Refer to resources in the Teacher Support Materials for 
additional information. http://goo.gl/BTkzcF  

 

• Aesthetics:  Foreground/Background/Atmospheric perspective. Use Mount’s The Blackberry Girls to review 
this terms. Make the connection to selfies (fuzzy background).  

 

• Production 1:  ANIMAGINATION: Sightseeing from the Blackberry Boat. Discover the rich opportunities for re-
inventing the ordinary through observation, memory-mining and simply messing around with materials under a 
camera. Refer to the lesson plan presented by Becky Hermann and Peggy Reinecke at Thursdays for Teachers.  

 

• Production 2:  Children in Art. Have students compare and contrast portraits of children and adults. Then 
have them use what they observed to create a portrait of children. Refer to the lesson plan presented by 
Tafadzwa Ndoda at Thursdays for Teachers. 

 

• Other:  Death portraits. Mount was frequently commissioned to create portraits of children who passed away. 
He struggled while working with the corpses. Discuss how this may have contributed to his spiritualism and 
participation in séances – perhaps he needed an escape. This topic is for high school students.  

William Sidney Mount (American, 1807–1868),  
The Blackberry Girls, 1840, oil on panel, 15 7/8  
x 13 7/8 in., Museum Purchase with Funds  
Provided by Susan Storz Butler, 2001.1  
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Museum to the Classroom
 

• Close: What does it mean to be American? Mount did not go to Europe as he felt it would affect his 
national pride. Ask students if there is anything they have not done for fear it would affect who they are. 
Then ask if they done something that changed who they are.  

 

Extensions: 
• Cultural Connections: Mount created artworks full of symbolism that people in his time knew what these 

caricatures meant but today have scholars perplexed. Have students study this aspect of his artworks and 
research images or artworks from today may provide the same “mystery” for scholars in 150 years. 

 

• Fine Arts:  Study how music played a significant role in Mount’s artworks and how he connected African 
Americans to music in his artworks. 
 

• Language Arts: Create a back-story for these girls in Mount’s portrait The Blackberry Girls. It is not known 
who they are so students should be encouraged to use their creativity in this project.  
 

• Math:  Estimate distances. How far away is the background from the girls in the portrait. Do the same 
calculations using real locations – utilize Google maps in this project. For younger students, show them objects 
and have them estimate the size then measure them.  

 

• Science:  Blackberries symbolized hope and growth. Have students create scientific illustrations of the fruit. 
Have students research meanings for other fruits during this time period.  

 
 
Academic Standards & additional resources: 
Available on online version at www.joslyn.org/education/teachers/thursdays-for-teachers  

[select Lesson Plans, then American] 
 
About the Artwork:  
William Sidney Mount focused on children in his most famous genre paintings. Patrons were interested in the subject 
because images of young people represented an optimistic outlook for America’s agrarian future. After the beginning of 
the American Civil War in 1861 people were drawn to images of children, especially in the countryside, because it 
reminded them of a time that they thought was pure and innocent. 
 
From the 1830s to 1860s Mount painted many children and engaged in the highly profitable business of painting death 
portraits. The child mortality rate was extremely high, and parents wanted to find a way to preserve the memories of their 
loved ones. Death portraits were in high demand, but they were not easy. Corpses smelled awful, and Mount felt 
uncomfortable around a lifeless body that he charged twice the amount that he would have for a portrait of a live model. 
He wrote that the extra money was not even worth “the anxiety of mind I have to undergo to make my efforts satisfactory 
to the bereaved.” 
 
These long hours spent with dead bodies and a 19th century preoccupation with death may have inspired Mount’s interest 
in spiritualism, the belief that spirits of the dead can communicate with the living. Mount frequently attended séances and 
claimed that he was in contact with the spirit of Rembrandt van Rijn, (1606-1669) one of the most famous Dutch painters 
from the 17th century. Through a medium called “automatic writing” Mount believed that Rembrandt was passing on 
knowledge and advice to him. “You are the best national painter of your country,” reads one letter.  
 
Mount’s interest in earlier Dutch artworks extended beyond séances, and his paintings show that he studied Dutch paintings 
carefully, pulling different elements into his own work. The Blackberry Girls, painted in 1840, shares qualities with paintings 
from the Netherlands that Mount may have seen in prints, such as the sharp contrast between the highly detailed focus of 
the foreground and the idyllic pastoral landscape behind it. Mount may have borrowed the idea of placing the horizon line 
lower on the picture plane, which makes the sky seem huge and awe-inspiring. This idealized background reflects national 
pride and agrarian optimism, qualities that are also present in landscapes by artists like Rembrandt. 
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Animagination: Sightseeing from the Blackberry Boat 
Inspired by William Sidney Mount’s The Blackberry Girls & William Joyce: Guardian of Childhood (temporary exhibition 
on view January 16–May 15, 2016) 
Created by Peggy Reinecke and Becky Hermann, two faculty members who teach digital media at Metropolitan 
Community College	  
Grade Level This lesson can be adapted to engage any grade level.	  

Joslyn Tie-In 
The title of the workshop, Animagination: Sightseeing From the 
Blackberry Boat, comes from William Sidney Mount’s genre painting 
The Blackberry Girls. Two young girls are sitting in a landscape, one is 
holding a leafy bowl of blackberries and the other girl is holding a sprig 
of blackberries. Both girls convey a sense of childhood splendor and 
remind us of our own happy days. Mount focused on children in his 
most famous genre paintings. After the beginning of the American Civil 
War in 1861 people were drawn to images of children, especially in the 
countryside, because it reminded them of a time that they thought was 
pure and innocent. William Joyce has written and illustrated numerous 
evocative and imaginative books for children, creating images that are 
born from unexpected sources such as childhood “heroes” (Santa Claus, 
the Sandman, Jack Frost, and the Tooth Fairy).  

Overview  
Discover the rich opportunities for re-inventing the ordinary through observation, memory-mining and simply messing 
around with materials under a camera. Designed by Becky Hermann and Peggy Reinecke this animation adventure joins 
the work of William Joyce (The Guardians of Childhood) and William Sidney Mount (The Blackberry Girls) into a magical 
moving mash-up of marvelous mysterious mystery-making. Can be adapted to utilize artwork or photographic material 
from any period. 

Anticipatory Set 
The Blackberry Boat is an artificial vehicle chosen for the purpose of taking participants on a memory journey while 
simultaneously learning basic animation principles. There is an imposed process that does not give participants a chance 
to prepare, just act. With the help of prompts, memories and thoughts are represented in different materials and/or 
drawn. They then add another level to their experience when they move the memory objects under the camera and the 
result is motion.  

Objectives 
• Students will write creatively.

• Students will create an animation that requires group participation/contribution.

• Students will work in groups.

• Students will investigate time and motion.

• Students will investigate materials.

Supplies
• Camera and copy stand with lights if available- may accomplish with iPhone or iPad and appropriate

tripods or holders and applications. 

• Drawing materials, printed photocopies of target artwork, materials to create backgrounds, lined paper for
memory clouds, materials to cut up and assemble memory objects to fly through camera frame 

• Glue sticks

• Animation registration pegboard and punched paper/acetate or registration bars made from
cardboard/matt board
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Vocabulary 
• Persistence of vision

• Touchstones

• Animation

• Textures

Lesson Outline 
1) Create assets

The assets created for this can be anything: drawings, paintings, cut paper, etc. An important part of this 
process is that it works better if it is timed, allowing the participants to focus only on the task at hand and not 
overthink their writing or drawing. Spontaneity is encouraged here, creating opportunities for different 
relationships of words and images to present themselves. 

2) Move them under the camera
Choose a number of frames for each participant to move their “assets” under the camera. This part of the 

process works well for small groups, as each person is learning on the spot what to do. The next person in line 
can learn from the previous movement. 

Choose a rate of speed to play back the frames shot. 

3) Add sound
Sound is a LARGE part of this process. The whole project can be based on an audio track or music or sound 

effects or the sound can be added after all frames have been put into a movie.

Extensions 
Almost any subject can be the focus of this project: historical periods, representative art and artifacts, mathematics and 
formulas and their originators, poetry and creative writing, book reports and science projects. The possibilities are only 
limited by imagination. 

About the Stop Motion Animation
Stop motion is an animation technique that physically manipulates an object that appears to move on its own. The object is 
moved in small increments between individually photographed frames, creating the illusion of movement when the series of 
frames is played as a continuous sequence. 

We use Dragonframe stop motion (http://www.dragonframe.com/) but that is probably overkill and too expensive for your 
project (it's a professional level software). There are many ways to accomplish your goal on a budget.  

You can also just prop lights at the appropriate angle (just "eyeball" it and take a few test shots to check the results). However, 
turn off fluorescent overhead lights if you can and also avoid natural light (from windows) because both cause flickering and 
inconsistent exposure.  

Possibly invest in a remote shutter trigger to attach to your phone. That way the position of the phone won't be jiggled each 
time a shot is taken. Digipower RC-1P Digipower Camera Remote Shutter Release for iPhone –iPad work: although the 
facilitators have never used this brand it's on Walmart's website for about $10.00  

As far as software goes, stop motion animation is really just a group of still shots shown in order. You could take your stills 
and put them in iMovie as very short clips and play them sequentially. QuickTime 7 (not the current version) allows a sequence 
to be opened with a limited number of frame rates and saved as a movie. If your school has access to Adobe Photoshop (a lot 
of high schools subscribe to the Adobe Creative Cloud suite- I'd check with yours...an upperclass student might be willing to 
work with your students for service hours or extra credit) then doing animation through Photoshop is also possible. And also 
Adobe AfterEffects world well & with a quick tutorial you could make movies. All of these possible softwares allow you to add 
sound too. 

There are also lots of apps out there for stop motion- StopMo and iMotion are just two. Check their reviews and tryout their 
free versions. They might be just the blackberry boat your students need! 
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Children in Art: Creating More Thank a Likeness 
Inspired by William Sidney Mount’s The Blackberry Girls 
Created by Tafadzwa Ndoda, artist, tafadzwandoda@gmail.com	  

Overview 
Students will create artwork with children as the main subject matter. They will also create a 
background that will enhance the overall piece 

Anticipatory Set 
William Sidney Mount painted everyday people doing everyday things in rural New York. What 
would his paintings look like if done today? Imagine the world you live in and what a snapshot 
of that might look like. Cellphones, t shirts and tall buildings are just a few examples of things 
that are commonplace now but were not in the 1800s 

Objectives 
• Students will create artwork of children.

• Students will learn what is unique about rendering children.

• Students will learn how to scale and proportion figures.

• Sturents will learn how to balance what is in the frame by being deliberate about what they include in the
background.

Supplies
• 9 x 12 Drawing or watercolor paper.

• Black and colored markers

• Colored Pencils

• Paints and brushes

• William Sidney Mount Teaching Poster

Vocabulary 
• Foreground, background

• Scale

• Composition

• Detail

• Expression

• Pose

Lesson Outline 
1) Before they start to draw/paint, have students take a moment to look around and observe each other. They can

make mental notes or draw thumbnail drawing of their environment and the commonplace items therein. 

2) They can choose to either work from their imagination, from observation or a little of both

3) They should plan their artwork by lightly outlining where they would like to have their figure be then balance
that out with what background will appear in the frame.

4) Pose the figure so they appear natural as opposed to sitting for a picture.

5) Take care when creating the image of the child to not make harsh lines when detailing the face, those look like
wrinkles and make children appear older.

6) Include also details such as shirts, hats and any devices, objects, toys etc. that are timely and can add to the
story that the image tells.
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Extensions 
Understanding how when looking at art, we are informed not only by what we see as the focal point but everything 
within the frame of view, students can take that knowledge and apply it similarly to other artistic disciplines. 

About the Artwork
Mount studied briefly with portraitist Henry Inman and, in 1826, was one of the first students admitted to New York’s 
National Academy of Design. While his earliest works imitated European history painting, in 1830 Mount exhibited his 
first scene of Long Island country life. So enthusiastically was this received that rural themes occupied the artist for the 
remainder of his career and earned him international fame. The Blackberry Girls demonstrates Mount’s interest in 
seventeenth-century Dutch genre painting and direct observation of nature — confirmed here by the exquisite 
foreground detail and the sophisticated tonal range of the background — while the idealized depiction of rural 
peasantry reveals the young nation’s optimistic agrarian ideology. 

IMAGE: William Sidney Mount (American, 1807–1868), The Blackberry Girls, 1840, oil on panel, 15 7/8 x 13 7/8 in., 
Museum Purchase with Funds Provided by Susan Storz Butler, 2001.1 
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Multimedia Personal Narrative: Telling your story through collage 
Inspired by Untitled by Roger Shimomura 
Presented at Thursdays for Teachers: Children in Art session featuring William Sidney Mount’s The Blackberry Girls 
Created by Leigh Voruz, Art 7 & Dual Language Art Specialist at Beveridge Magnet Middle School, Leigh.voruz@ops.org 
Grade Level Secondary

Overview  
Through the use of collaged items and paint, students will create a personal 
narrative portrait. Newspaper articles, magazine advertisements, images or 
even their own writings will be adhered to a background and then used as a 
canvas on which to paint an expressive self-portrait highlighted by the 
materials in the background. 

Anticipatory Set 
Show Untitled by Roger Shimomura. Have students try to decipher the 
messages that the artist has put into his artwork. Because they probably have 
very little knowledge of the artist or his background, point out how each of 
the interpretations are personal and reflect more about them and their lives 
than what the artist was trying to show. This is what connects people to 
artwork – being able to relate the art to our self and our own situations.  

Objectives 
• Students will create an artwork showing an aspect of their personal identity

• Students will incorporate personal narrative into work

• Students will use collage techniques

• Students will create an expressive self portrait

Supplies
• Canvas board or mat board – size is at

teacher discretion 

• Newspapers, magazines, paper of various
types 

• Clear acrylic polymer

• Sharpies, pencils

• Acrylic paint

• Brushes

• Newsprint

• Photos of students in expressive pose

Vocabulary 
• Self portrait

• Collage

• Positive / Negative space

• Expression

• Narrative

Lesson Outline 
1) Anticipatory set

2) Think aloud: Demonstrate some brainstorming techniques for themes for a personal narrative. Some questions
to ask:

What is something that you have experienced that you want others to know about? 
What is a cause you feel passionate about? 
What is something unique about yourself that you want to express? 
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3) Once a theme has been decided upon, have students scour newspapers and magazines for headlines or text that
support their theme. Stay away from images, but in situations where small bits of filler are needed images can
work in a pinch. If they have some writing of their own (poems, reports written, etc.) they could also use those.

4) Once a good amount of materials have been gathered, demonstrate using polymer to attach the images. Spread
some polymer onto the mat board and place the clipping over the top. Then put more polymer over the top of
the clipping. Overlap items, change directions, but cover the whole front of the board. Set to dry.

5) While drying, on a separate piece of paper (I like newsprint) sketch out the outline of the person in the portrait.
Don’t worry too much about perfect proportion or detail, it’s meant to be expressive.

6) Once the picture is sketched out, replicate it onto the board using sharpie. Again, sketching is fine, you will be
painting over the lines.

7) Once the portrait is drawn, begin painting. Encourage students to play with color – don’t try to paint
realistically. Use color to express emotions and ideas, personality or just for fun. Encourage them to mix in white
in some areas for highlights and black in some areas for shadows. There is no right or wrong as long as it still
resembles the person in some way (details are not lost). It will help to keep all skin one color, hair another color,
clothing a different color, etc.

8) Finish off the painting with a black outline to separate color fields.

Extensions 
• Language Arts: Depict protagonists and antagonists from a story read

• Social Studies: Depict images of heroes or famous people from history

Academic Standards  
FA 8.1.1.b Expand media arts vocabulary along with elements and principles of design in the creative process. 
FA 8.1.2.a Contribute, communicate, and edit in collaborative work, independent work, and/or or performance environment. 
FA 8.1.2.b Combine components of media arts to improve overall quality (e.g., tone, mood, feeling, character). 
FA 8.1.3.c Interpret and evaluate possible meanings or points of view of media arts (e.g., intention, form, context). 
FA 8.1.4.a Demonstrate use of media arts to address social, cultural, or societal issues (e.g., advertising, social media, public 
service announcements). 

FA 8.1.4.c Identify and incorporate personal or collective experiences, perspectives, and ideas of others through media arts. 

About the Artwork
Roger Shimomura brings together contemporary American and traditional Japanese culture, 

examining the political, social, and aesthetic forces that influence both. Using imagery 

culled from each society, he creates symbolically-rich paintings and prints that layer 

recognizable pictorial information with his own personal observations, resulting in works 

that are complicated, strange, and often unsettling.   

Though his work may at first glance seem lighthearted, decoding Shimomura’s complex 

images unearths the very serious issues he tackles, including racial discrimination, 

stereotyping, and social oppression.  In this untitled painting, the artist presents a cartoonish mash-up of characters from 

American popular culture (such as Snow White and Donald Duck) and figures wearing stereotypical Japanese garb and 

donning Kabuki theater makeup.  Though Shimomura typically balks at in-depth analysis of the individual components in his 

paintings, the inclusion of Superman here is worth noting.  “Hero” figures appear often in Shimomura’s work, making direct 

reference to the dominance of white males in American society.  Significantly, this Superman is small, yet he seems to wield 

the most power as he literally digs into the head of the painting’s largest figure, a sexualized female. 

IMAGE: Roger Shimomura (American, 1939-), Untitled, 1985, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 72 in.; 152.4 x 182.88 cm, Museum Purchase 

with funds provided by the friends of Jerome I. Cohn, 1999.35  
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